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INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
O b s e r v a t i o n 
It has given many ev idence that our psychological development is punctuated not only by 
meaningful emotional relationship wi th people but also by close affective these with number of 
signif icant physical environment Built envi ronment can be inf luence on our action and state of 
mined. Both social and biological factors create tension in everyday life, so that f rom the point 
of view of physical and mant le heal th, people need various types of emotional release. Built 
environment could make great impact on our mental release and haling by allowing person in 
to express his thoughts and emot ion in our ever day life. When a person obtains his 
psychological needs through the envi ronment then he feels utmost superior of his life. 
It is general ly bel ieve that house is the most appropriate sett ing for mental relax and self-
expression. It bel ieves that home is the place where self can fall back and onto in his/her 
desirer .All the pessimist ic feelings he gets out of the society should be wipe out at his home. 
The home should provide the means of self of expression; the f reedom to express h im and 
behave feely at home wil l generate sel f-conf idence, which wil l lead to personal development. 
Our exploration in and around home al lows us to develop a sense of individuals. To fulfill this 
need of person the architectural language use that use in home should harmonize with the 
rhythm of inhabitance life. . When person been obtained his psychological needs through the 
environment then he feels utmost superiors of his lifestyle. 
But most of the clients claim their dissatisfact ion to architect about alienated feeling about their 
home subsequent ly. It is normal for a person in an unfamil iar situation to be depressed and 
frustrated. But if he continuously exposed to this emot ion, even strong personality wil l be 
dissolved leaving to critical situation in the society. 
Cr i t i ca l i t v 
Dignified person has very strong feeling about one's self there is little necessity for having to 
hurt other. Because they feel essential ly strong and affective, they are able to take life in str ide. 
But when they lost this balance, it make them feel negative v iew of self and wil l lose there 
strength for dealing with l i fe. 
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Stresses caused by the physical environment range from minor manifestation such as 
irritability, cr ime and violence. 
causes 
But this person - h o u s e relationship have been relatively ignored in designing a home due to 
fol lowing reasons. 
1. The architect seems turn ware that there is something more to architecture than 
simply providing joy and entertainment the user. The understanding that there should 
be improvement to the user's state of mind through architecture, is sadly lacing. 
2. There is many other aspects lead m o d e m architects to loose touch with people for 
whom the design are made. They concerns is manly to meet the demands set by the 
machines. 
3. Lack of knowledge in des ign mechan ism that could capture the inner being and 
transfer it in to architectural expression. 
Intention of study 
The aim of the study is focus to identify the user based design method that capable to transfer 
the inner being of the person onto the architectural expression, regarding with architectural 
approach to design, their att itudes towards design and their insight wil l be mainly examine. 
scope and limitation 
The meaningful relationship between man's dignity and his personality will be review in this 
atmosphere, but main focus is here to exam the architect's approach to built up this 
relationship. Her will not attempt to exam one and two statements indicate in paragraph 1.2. 
Also it wil l limit to examine only the psychological and spiritual inspiration regarding 
personality/dignity. 
Understanding of Design mechanism wil l mainly focus on Architect rapprochement and his/her 
insight and their impact on final product. 
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Methodology 
By observe 'theoretical standpoint of the matter confirmed in earlier will be discussed, 
regarding with the matter of how space engaged in upward personality/dignity. Then it will 
establish the relationship between house and psychological, spiritual developing of sense of 
individuality. 
Then it will be established the architecture will be powerful tool in creating this matter. It is 
recover the parameter that could achieve through architectural and how it applied in practical 
way. It will consider the architectural language message, meaning, expression contribute in put 
it purpose into reality. 
Finally it will discuss how this relationship built up in practically. Under this it will exam 
theoretical view of design mechanism as well as how it could attain the target of dignifying 
person in his home. It will make out the crucial steps and method that should need to contain in 
this mechanism. Also it convalesce architect approach to the design, derive to concept, 
compulsory skill on this matter, and their special effects on finishing product. 
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